
Minutes 
 

Welcome and Introduction of Members- Natalie Argyle, Benjamin Kotter, Erika Brough, Dan 

Pitcher, Joseph Beckman, Kati Penner, Liz Hansen, Nichole Young, Kaylee Snyder, Connie 

Stanger, Kirsten Gunderson, John Brumbaugh, Christopher Keime 

 

Elect Chairman, Vice Chairman and Secretary- Chair Connie Stanger,  Vice Chair Joseph 

Beckman, Secretary Erika Brough 

 

Summit Learning- A discussion was brought forward that the History Department had chosen 

to all use Summit learning although originally discussed at a meeting to have it be optional.  It 

was noted that it was not a vote on item only discussion.  Concern over departments in the 

future fully adopting Summit was addressed.  It was noted that each department has the option 

to adopt summit learning as their platform as they see fit best for the students. 

 

Land Trust Grants- Grants that were submitted were emailed and given in hard copy.  Council 

went over each of the grants that were asked and the vote was as follows 

Grant 1 Kaitlyn VanWagoner- approved 

Grant 2 Lara Martin-it was decided that items didn’t fit Grant description 

Grant 3 Natalie Hooten- council approved with a change in $ amount to $5000 instead of the 

asked for $8000. Council will revisit if needed 

Grant 4 Brian Wiggins- approved 

Grant 5 Mark Bailey- Fine art assistant approved but gave $8000 instead of the asked for 

$15,000.  Equipment approved for $4,737. Money for uniforms was denied as the council didn’t 

see that it fit in the requirements for Grant. 

 

Community Council-Training- Mr. Keime emailed link to all the training for council members 

 

Data Monitoring- Surveys were discussed in collecting data to better help students, topic will 

be revisited 

 

Student Government-  Homecoming items were discussed including events planned.   

 

Counseling Center- Brought to our attention that there is a parent series in the newsletter with 

information about classes that are anonymously taught on a host of items such as anxiety, 

social media, bullying etc.   

Coming up in Oct college reps will be coming, they will be available to help seniors apply free of 

charge, PSAT is Oct. 12th, MIndful Center is open and functioning well. 

 

Library-Mr. Sayers attended and asked for someone from the council to be part of a committee 

to help make sure the books that are in the library are appropriate.  Nichole Young will serve on 

that committee. 

 



Admin- Bond is coming up in this election, a few members of the board could be used to help 

give input on how the money is spent if we get the bond.  

 

 


